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@goodmorningmsfosterltd

www.goodmorningmsfoster.com

Jen Foster is a very passionate primary school teacher who 
shares the most wonderful ideas for the classroom whilst 
remaining completely relatable. From use of body language to 
behaviour management which focuses on forming connections 
with children rather than correcting behaviour, she has so many 
simple ideas that are easy to implement ourselves, often with no 
need for anything other than your voice and your body! I am a 
particular fan of her attention grabbers, which are adaptable for 
different Key Stages. 

No matter what type of school you work in, it’s highly likely that 
you’ll be working with autistic children or young people at some 
point, but how much do you understand about autism and what 
it’s like to be a person on the autistic spectrum? Autism Happy 
Place uses amazing hand-drawn illustrations to inform and help 
people with their understanding of the spectrum. The pictures 
are friendly and simple but so effective and they are created by 
an autistic artist who wants to help raise awareness, acceptance 
and understanding for the autistic community. 

This account centres around teachers’ wellbeing 
(yes, we matter, too!) and offers tips and advice on 
everything from organising marking to getting 
enough sleep. There are even delicious recipes and 
advice on maintaining a healthy body as well as a 
healthy mind. We can’t expect to be the best 
teachers if we don’t also look after ourselves and 
this account helps us with finding that balance.

If you work in early years, this is a great account to 
follow, especially if you are sometimes lacking 
inspiration or creativity. Run by a fashion graduate 
turned teacher, the displays and hand made 
resources are colourful and exciting and the ideas 
for creative and hands-on activities are inspiring. I 
particularly love the tuff tray ideas!

For anyone who is juggling a teaching job as well as having 
children of their own, this is a really useful account to follow. It 
can be hard to find the motivation to provide wholesome 
activities at home when that’s what you’ve been doing all day 
at school, but, run by a mother of three, this account has loads 
of ideas for learning and play both at home and in the 
classroom. I will be stealing some ideas to use at home to 
create some fun & educational play activities. 

We all know the importance of reading and the impact this has 
on our children’s learning but with so much out there, it can be 
a minefield deciding which stories to share with your class next. 
This is a wonderful account to follow if you need a little 
inspiration. Complete with reviews, book ideas are regularly 
shared and often categorised such as “books that show 
empathy” or “books that support children’s mental health” 
which I have found so useful! 

@autism_happy_place

@the_mum_teacher

@mrs_w_loves_reading

@the.teachers.
health.coach

@miss_lvt_eyfs

More accounts we love!
@busyteachersclub
@early_years_steph
@eyfs_fun_missd 
@classroompinspirations
@create_make_and_play
@raising_bookworms

www.lilpenguinstudios.com/en-ca

taplink.cc/miss_lvt_r1

linktr.ee/the_mum_teacher


